Abstract-The increasing complexity of circuits and systems is forcing design specifications to software-like programming languages like C. Since the conversion from software to hardware is a difficult task solved manually, bugs are frequently introduced in the HDL design. Sophisticated automated error localization and correction techniques, i.e. debugging, are a challenge.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing complexity of circuits and systems forces designers to move to higher software-like programming languages above the Register Transfer Level (RTL), like Embedded System Languages (ESL) or C/C++ [1] . Thus, often a "golden model" is written in software or software-like languages, like ANSI-C. The typical approach is then to convert this "golden model" used as the specification into an implementation in HDL, like VHDL or Verilog. Since there are many differences between hardware and software, a correct conversion from software to hardware turns out to be a difficult task. For instance, in hardware designs computation is inherently parallel. Clocking synchronizes the interaction between computational units that run in parallel. Verifying the resulting hardware descriptions becomes an essential task. Moreover, debugging a hardware implementation manually is time consuming and costly. Up to 80% of the overall design cost are due to verification [2] and often more than 60% of today's verification effort is consumed by debugging.
In this paper we present a new debugging approach for hardware descriptions using reference implementations either in software or HDL. The proposed method focuses on debugging untimed C programs versus timed HDL designs. Symbolic co-simulation is applied for error localization and error correction, exploiting functional equivalences between two descriptions. To correct an erroneous implementation, the specification is used to find corrections by replacing parts of the implementation with parts of the specification.
The methodology proposed in this paper is not restricted to specifications in C. Rather, each combination of C programs and HDL descriptions can be handled. Even an HDL implementation may serve as specification to correct a C program handled as implementation or two HDL descriptions can be considered.
Our implementation has no dynamic memory model such that neither pointers nor flexible sized arrays in C are supported. We also deem recursion and the usage of external libraries as unnecessary for our purposes, as the C program only serves as a specification for an HDL implementation. In general, we expect a similar way of implementation, i.e. the same algorithms, within the different abstraction levels of a design such that data and control paths are similar. This allows to utilize functional matching to reduce the complexity of equivalence checking as known from combinational equivalence checking [3] and to use this information for debug automation.
The contributions of this paper are:
• An algorithm tightly integrating verification and debugging.
• A new error localization and error correction technique based on functional equivalences. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II related work is reviewed. Section III introduces terminology and definitions and shows the transformation of a C program to an FSM. In Section IV the SEC approach is described. The principle of debugging faulty implementations based on functional equivalences is explained in Section V. Experimental results are presented in Section VI. The paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK Several approaches have been proposed to verify systemlevel specifications versus HDL descriptions [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] . Vasudevan et al. apply equivalence checking [4] to verify system-level design descriptions against their implementations in RTL. However, a cycle-accurate behavior of both descriptions is assumed. In [1] a Bounded Model Checking (BMC) technique has been proposed that takes a C program and a Verilog implementation. The original C program is instrumented to describe the cycle-accurate behavior of the Verilog implementation. The approach is limited as loops always have to be unwound for a fixed number of times. If the required limit is unknown, it has to be determined gradually or using more sophisticated techniques, like in advanced compiler or synthesis optimization [7] . The authors in [5] target only model checking of C programs. For this purpose, C programs are modeled in the form of FSMs and model checked using techniques based on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) and Binary Decision Diagrams. The extension of the model checking procedure to hardware designs was out of scope. Koelbl et al. [6] discuss solver technology for system-level to RTL equivalence checking. First, both models (system-level and RTL) are converted to a formal representation which is a word-level Data Flow Graph (DFG). Next, the two DFGs are combined for the equivalence check. For the proof engine the DFGs have to be combined such that timing differences are eliminated, which means that the problem is reduced to a cycle-accurate equivalence check.
All methods mentioned above use a monolithic approach where two design descriptions as a whole are checked for 978-1-4673-6136-1/13/$31.00 c 2013 IEEEequivalence. In general, verifying and diagnosing the full designs is very difficult due to capacity limitations of the reasoning engine. Various optimizations were proposed to reduce the verification problem. One optimization approach to reduce the size of the problem instance, is to extend the verification algorithm by cutpoint detection [8] , [9] , [10] . Cutpoints represent parts within two designs (e.g., the specification and the implementation) which are functionally equivalent. The verification procedure then can be improved by using the cutpoints as new starting points or reducing the verification problem by merging the functionally equivalent structures [3] . For many designs functional equivalences are only detectable under certain conditions, e.g., a loop condition has to be fulfilled. In [11] a first attempt is proposed to verify conditionally functional equivalent designs using an invariant generation framework. However, all these methods apply only error detection but not error localization and correction.
In order to localize and correct an erroneous design, error detection is only the first step. For hardware or software, there exist several debugging methodologies [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . The approach in [16] simplifies a failing test case to a minimal test case that still produces the failure by successive testing. An automated fault localization algorithm based on SAT has been introduced by Smith et al. [15] . In [17] faulty components are determined with respect to formal properties. However, in all these methods the specification is always only used for error detection and localization but never for error correction. Jobstman et al. [12] transform an erroneous design to a game and compute a correction as a strategy in this game. The tool in [13] removes parts of the software that are assumed to be erroneous and then tries to synthesize an implementation for these missing parts such that the specification is satisfied. A very simple but fast approach for design error correction is mutation [14] where the incorrect program is repeatedly mutated in different ways and every mutant is checked for correctness. Hoffmann and Kropf described in [18] an approach for automatic error correction of combinational circuits on gate-level using symbolic methods. The tool in [19] applies counterexample-guided resynthesis of erroneous circuits on gate-level based on simulation. To perform the analysis no specification is needed but only input stimuli with expected output responses. However, all of these techniques focus only on the correction of a design at one particular description level and do not exploit functional equivalences between an erroneous hardware implementation and its high-level reference specification.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In order to model C programs and corresponding HDL implementations deterministic Finite State Machines (FSMs) are used. An FSM is defined as a quintuple M = (I, S, S 0 , δ, F ), where I is the finite, nonempty input alphabet, S is a finite, nonempty set of states, S 0 is a finite set of initial states, S 0 ⊆ S, δ is the state-transition function: δ : S × I → S, and F is the set of final states, F ⊆ S.
Each state s ∈ S is represented by a valuation of a finite set of state variables {v 1 , . . . , v n }, where |s| = n. The statetransition function δ determines the next state of a machine M based on its inputs and the current state. Considering C programs and HDL implementations, each application of δ transfers the current state of the program (circuit) to the next state. In other words, δ encodes the assignment statements of the C program and the combinational part of the circuit, respectively. To indicate the time step we use the superscript t, like e.g., s t denotes the state s at time step t. Functional equivalences between two FSMs M 0 and M 1 are considered as cutpoints. A cutpoint c is given by a tuple (v
) of state variables associated to a time step, where
are functionally equivalent at the respective time step. We define a partial order for pairs of state variables associated to time steps (v
) in a set of pairs C is defined by
To compare a specification given in C with an implementation in VHDL or Verilog, we use FSMs as a common intermediate representation for these descriptions. Modeling both descriptions as FSMs enables us to check C programs which do not have to be cycle-accurate with respect to their hardware implementations. Hence, specification and implementation do not need to use the same number of time cycles for the computation. In addition, loops do not have to be unwounded in advance but this is done implicitly when unrolling the FSM such that the depth does not have to be determined gradually or be computed using more sophisticated techniques. Since the modeling of synchronous sequential circuits as FSMs is well-known, we only describe how we model a C program as an FSM, similar to [5] .
To create an FSM M from an ANSI C program P , which serves as the specification, each method of P is split into a finite set of nonempty basic blocks B and transformed to Static Single Assignment (SSA)-form [20] . Each basic block b i ∈ B consists of a sequence of assignment statements that is followed either by a conditional jump or a direct jump to another basic block b j . All statements within a basic block are executed sequentially without interruption. Each basic block has only one entry point and one exit point. There are two special blocks in each method of P , the first block b entry is the entry point and a common return block b exit is the exit point.
In SSA-form statements in P are split into statements with three operands at the maximum and each variable is assigned exactly once. Each occurrence of an existing variable in P is assigned to a unique version number in SSA-form. If a variable in P is written in different blocks, a so-called PHI-function determines which one should be used in the current block. Example 1. In Figure 1 a C program is shown and its corresponding SSA-form in Figure 2 . The original program is split into four basic blocks (bb_2 to bb_5). A temporary variable T is introduced to store the result. Each occurrence of the new variable and the input variables (a and b) on the left side of an assignment statement is made unique by incrementing the index of the affected variable. In bb_5 the PHI-function determines which version of T should be taken for the return value.
In order to transform a program P to an FSM M , we provide each method of P with a program counter P C to control the state transitions of M . By this, the execution of each basic block b ∈ B of P represents a state transition such that all variable changes within a basic block are mapped to a state s ∈ S of M . Since each variable of a basic block b Typically the specification and the implementation need different numbers of transitions to produce the same results. To resolve this, we add a special so-called ready state variable rs spec to the FSM representation of the specification which defines when a final state s t ∈ F is reached. The variable rs spec is set to rs spec = 1 when P C reaches the last basic block of P and otherwise to rs spec = 0. Similarly, the implementation has an appropriate variable rs impl = 1 or a fixed number of transitions that has to be specified by the user.
Example 3. In Figure 3 a final state is reached if P C = 5 where the ready signal rs = 1. This signals that the computation has been completed. In this case, e.g., the return value is handled as an output variable which can be compared to the corresponding output variable of the implementation.
IV. VERIFICATION Our correction procedure is tightly integrated with the verification procedure exploiting functional equivalences, called cutpoints.
A. Sequential Equivalence Checking
The FSMs modeled for a C program and the corresponding HDL implementation serve as a starting point for verification and diagnosis. For a sequential equivalence check of the primary outputs only final states have to be verified to be equivalent. After the creation of the two FSMs M spec = (I spec , S spec , S 0spec , δ spec , F spec ) and M impl = (I impl , S impl , S 0 impl , δ impl , F impl ) for SEC the inputs of the specification have to be mapped to the inputs of the implementation. This is either done automatically if variable names are matching or has to be done manually, otherwise. The inputs of both descriptions are set to be equal. Analogously, we proceed with the outputs.
The idea for the equivalence checking algorithm is as follows: Both FSMs are unrolled in parallel and in each time step it is checked if one of the FSMs can reach a final state given by rs spec = 1 or rs impl = 1. In this case, only the other FSM is traversed further to find the corresponding final state. If for both FSMs a final state has been found, these are checked for equivalence. If the final states are not equivalent, a counterexample is returned; otherwise the algorithm continues. As reasoning engine for SEC a SAT-or SMT-solver can be used.
B. Finding cutpoints
To reduce the state space to be verified, cutpoints between the specification and the implementation are determined. A set of cutpoints C is given by pairs of state variables (v
) which have the same value under equal input assignments. We use these cutpoints to simplify the verification problem in two aspects:
• Additional constraints are added to the problem instance to be solved by the SAT-or SMT-solver which, though enlarging the verification instance, reduce the search space. These constraints force identical values to the pair of state variables of each cutpoint.
• Cutpoints found can be used as new starting points, removing the input cone. Due to reachability aspects, in our approach, only the input cone of the implementation is removed in order to avoid the creation of unreachable states. By this, we assure that only parts of the implementation are removed that have no further effect on parts of the circuit which are not covered by the output cone of the cutpoints. Removing the input cone reduces the problem instance to be verified. Since we keep the input cone of the specification false negatives are avoided which could occur otherwise, if the cutpoints are used as new starting points.
To find potential cutpoints, random input simulation is applied in a first step. Both descriptions are simulated for a given number n of time steps in parallel with identical random input values in the first cycle. Because every state variable in the specification is compared to state variables in the implementation for every time-step in the simulation, there may be many potential cutpoints. The reason is that a variable often keeps its value over many timesteps. For two variables, which have more than one potential cutpoint, there is only the first chosen for verification. Because the results may differ for various numbers of simulation runs and the randomly generated input values, the potential cutpoints chosen for verification may differ. In general, the number of potential cutpoints is significantly reduced with the approach of selecting only one cutpoint in a sequence of potential cutpoints, e.g., from more than 340k to less than 40 for the tcas benchmark (see Section VI).
Since simulation is not complete, the set of cutpoints C found has to be verified in a next step which is integrated into the SEC procedure described above. Always when a state is unrolled which has one or more state variables marked as potential cutpoints by simulation, the cutpoints are verified using a formal reasoning engine. This results in a set of verified cutpoints C verif ied .
V. CORRECTION
In this section we describe our approach for an automated localization and correction of bugs integrated into the verification procedure. Figure 4 illustrates the principle. If the implementation is not equivalent to the specification, the proposed technique for finding cutpoints computes a frontier of cutpoints. The cutpoint frontier is a subset C f ⊆ C of all verified cutpoints C verif ied computed by the algorithm described in Section IV-B. The two state variables in any pair (v t ispec , v u j impl ) ∈ C f have no further state variables of verified cutpoints in their output cone.
Next the set of repair candidates rc ∈ RC is computed where a repair candidate is a tuple (v if canReachReady(M impl , j) then 10: if notEquivalent(M spec , i, M impl , j, C) then 11: ) is discarded and the procedure is repeated for the next repair candidate. Finally, the repair candidates are verified. If the verification of a repair fails, the next repair candidate in RC is chosen. In case that the verification holds, a valid repair with respect to the repair candidate rc is found and applied to the implementation. Finally, the set of cutpoints is updated with respect to the change in the implementation and the method proceeds as before.
A. Algorithm
The entire debugging procedure is sketched in Algorithm 1. First, a set of cutpoints C between M spec and M impl is computed using simulation. Next, the verification is started with the two nested loops in Lines 4 and 7. These loops are executed as long as there are further final states, or the given maximal depth is reached. We determine if all final states have already been covered by property checking whether there exist input assignments for which no final state, i.e. rs spec=1 or rs impl = 1, has been reached yet. For each step, both FSMs are checked for final states in Lines 6 and 9. In addition, in each time step we check whether there are cutpoints until that time step and verify all cutpoints (v If there is a counterexample in the verification step (Line 10), which uses the currently verified cutpoints as additional constraints, the repair is started. To get a repair, we compute the cutpoint frontier C f for all verified cutpoints C verif ied in function computeCutpointFrontier() in Line 11 as explained above. Next, we compute the set of repair Otherwise it is discarded. By default, we consider all combinations of state variables between the specification and the implementation within five time steps as possible repair candidates but the search space is adjustable by the user.
Beginning with the first repair candidate (v
, v s kspec ) we formally check whether it is a valid repair (Lines 13-18) . In this case, we apply the repair to the implementation and update the set of cutpoints (Line 15) based on the changed behavior of the implementation. This is done by applying again simulation for cutpoint detection and adding all new cutpoints to C. The algorithm proceeds with Line 7. The method terminates either when all final states of both descriptions have been verified, the maximal depth has been reached, or when no repair could be found.
B. Discussion
The algorithm depends on the existence of functional equivalences between two descriptions. Otherwise an accurate computation for a repair becomes difficult and the algorithm most probably would end up with a repair at the primary outputs. However, typically functional equivalences between a specification and an implementation are present if no different implementations for an algorithm are used.
As user-defined parameter for the methodology we have the maximal depth, which serves as an upper bound for how many steps the FSMs should be verified at the maximum. In addition, the parameter is used for cutpoint detection to have an upper bound for simulation. In case of a hardware implementation with constant runtime, an additional parameter can be given to the procedure, which defines when a final state is reached for the implementation. Furthermore, the number of simulation runs can be given, or specific input stimuli to support simulation in cutpoint detection. For instance, while detecting repair candidates we apply the counterexample determined by the formal engine and additional stimuli which are similar. This is done to create a cutpoint frontier close to the fault within the implementation.
If a repair is found, the implementation is not resynthesized by replacing parts of the implementation with parts from the specification. Instead, a suggestion is given, how to fix the implementation of the design, e.g., "replace the computation of signal s in the implementation by the computation of variable v from the specification". By this means, the proposed repair algorithm is not restricted to a particular subset of fault types.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments have been carried out on an Intel(r) Core(tm) i5-2500K processor with 8 GB of memory. For verification, the SAT-solver MiniSat2 [21] has been used as the underlying reasoning engine. We restricted the equivalence check for all benchmarks to a time limit of 60 minutes per instance. For the cutpoint detection described in Section IV-B, 100 simulation runs have been carried out for each design. In order to create FSMs out of the C programs considered, we need the corresponding SSA-forms. For this purpose, we hook into the internal data structure of the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC), called GIMPLE [22] . The presented procedures have been evaluated on three different sets of benchmarks. The first set contains two pipelines with different numbers of stages in the hardware implementation. Circuit pipeline3 is a 3 stage pipeline with one addition, one comparison and dependent on the result either another addition or subtraction per stage: pipeline6 has the same structure but contains 6 stages. The second set contains an implementation from the Siemens benchmark suite [23] of the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS). This benchmark is a simplified version of TCAS II which can give an up or down resolution advisory to an aircraft pilot to avoid collisions between aircrafts. The third set consists of a DLX microprocessor instruction set architecture based on the WinDLX [24] . In particular, the decode step is examined, which is implemented with shift and bitwise operators and can distinguish between three different types of instructions. The 32-bit wide input instruction is decomposed into two, four, or five parts, dependent on the type of instruction. Table I gives an overview of the specifications and implementations. Column LOC contains the Lines Of Code for the C specification (spec) and the HDL implementation (impl). In column #reg the number of registers and in #gates the number of gates in the synthesized hardware implementation are shown. Column unroll depth gives the number of states, the FSM has to be unrolled at the minimum to reach all final states. Since specification and implementation are in C for tcas, the number of code lines is equal. A simple transformation of the tcas design in a gate-level netlist resulted in 37 flip flops and more than 17k gates.
In Table II we show how many cutpoints are detected by our procedure described in Section IV-B. In column #potential cp the number of potential cutpoints detected by simulation are given. Column #selected cp shows the number of cutpoints selected for verification (see Example 4 in Section IV-B). In column simulation time the runtime of the simulation-based cutpoint detection is given. In the last two columns of Table II the number of verified cutpoints (#cp) and the verification time for the verification procedure are shown. The runtime for finding cutpoints always lies between 1 and 9 seconds. Most of the cutpoints found by simulation were verified to be real cutpoints, i.e. the implementation and the specification are equivalent at these points. However, for tcas 10 of 38 cutpoints have been sorted out during verification. The verification time for all cutpoints lies between 15 seconds (dlx-decode) and 20 minutes (pipeline6). Next, in Table III runtimes for the equivalence check of correct versions for the benchmarks in Table I are shown. If erroneous implementations are considered for debugging, the first counterexample has always been returned in a few seconds.
In Table IV experimental results for the correction algorithm described in Section V are shown. In column #rep. cand. the number of repair candidates is shown which have been tried for a potential repair (see Algorithm 1) until a valid repair has been found. The repair time, given in the last column, represents the time to find a repair for correcting a design.
For the tcas benchmark from Siemens faulty versions are included within the benchmark suite which are considered to be realistic design errors. In Table IV we provide results for a selection of faulty versions. In each case single operator faults or operand faults are repaired. Versions with multiple faults exceeded the runtime limit for the debugging method. Better heuristics for the cutpoint detection step can speed up this process. For the pipeline benchmarks in each case two faulty versions (a and b) have been created where the faults have been injected randomly. Similarly we proceeded for the dlx-decode method where we also randomly injected faults. Because most of the work is done in parallel in the decode method, the cutpoint frontier is wide spread, such that the runtime strongly depends on the order in which the candidates are selected. Consequently, although the benchmark is not so large, it has the highest repair time.
The repair candidates for the faulty designs are chosen subsequently from the variables in the output cone of the cutpoint frontier as sketched in Algorithm 1. For each of the designs a repair has been computed within less than 13 minutes. In most cases even less than a minute is needed in order to provide a suggestion to the designer how to fix the implementation given in HDL by providing the corresponding code of the specification.
VII. CONCLUSION Verifying hardware implementations versus software specifications is a hard problem. This work shows how to exploit functional equivalences (cutpoints) between the specification and implementation for error localization and correction. The proposed methodology successfully computed repairs on different sets of benchmarks and different types of faults in a range of few seconds to less than 15 minutes.
